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Fleur Deakin: The Power of the Process

In an exclusive interview for Smithson Gallery, artist Fleur Deakin welcomed us in to her
private West London Studio. In amongst the striking colours, resins and paintbrushes Fleur
spilled the secrets of her materials and ever-evolving processes, declaring a loss of interest
in composition and a powerful shift towards abstract 'process works.'

Smithson Gallery: Fleur thanks so much for having us here, it’s very exciting to be able to talk to
you in your workspace. I’m going to start from the beginning and ask you about your to date, most
consistent motif – the flower. Do you feel like this is still your anchor?

Fleur Deakin: Yes it is, it’s where everything grows from in my work. I usually start of with a flower
and then see just what happens. Very quickly because of my background and my approach it just
evolved. I started 12 years ago and look how far my work has come from drawing iris’s on bits of
scrap cardboard.  I always wanted my work to reach people and this anchor, even if buried deep
beneath the resin seems to be a way in.

SG: Despite the organic flower motif that plants itself in your works we’re aware that for most of
your artistic career you’ve been based in the big city. How does living in London, the surrounding
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environment and the architecture affect your practice, if it does at all?

FD: I think it can’t help affecting what I produce. In the last few years London seems to have been
in a continuous flux, new buildings, developments, colours, atmosphere. The environment is
constantly changing and it’s this strong sense of movement that leaks into my practice. Recently
I’ve had this new idea for a city piece. Everything will be coming from the centre and shooting out
like you’re looking up at high buildings, skyscrapers in the city. It will be really abstract, drawing on
more pop art and graphic influences as you would have a 360 view of your surrounding
environment sprawling around you in a split open circle.

SG: That sounds like an exciting new idea. Can you tell us how you go about starting a work when
you have a blank canvas in front of you?

FD: I usually start with an idea, something I believe in, and just see what happens.

SG: So is it that you get an idea in the first place and then flow with it, or you start the piece with
the intention of what the final outcome will be?

FD: Well with this one [points to large unfinished work propped up against the wall in the studio] I
started thinking it was going to be a floral piece, because it was so texturally interesting, but it was
so deep that this has morphed into being more abstract, more about being honest aesthetically
about it’s history, and lent it self to being a process piece. I have had a realisation recently that this
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is no longer about composition but process.

SG: So it that a new definition for you, the ‘process piece?’

FD: Definitely, it’s something that’s happened this year just in the last few months. I’m losing
interest in composition now, I'm not so interested in ‘what is it?’ as a form of representation
anymore it’s more about exploring how it feels and acknowledging how the materials relate to
each other, rather than focussing on concrete definition. It’s just the ‘letting it happen’ that’s
scary because I’ve always been quite composition led, and now I’m going some way into letting
the work lead me but I’m still fighting against it. I feel like I have to package my work, but the work
doesn’t want that.
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SG: Yes, installing trust in the materials and letting go seems like the hardest mental hurdle…..

FD: Yeah definitely because how much signposting do you need to give for a piece of art?

SG: Can we talk a little bit about materials for as we know, resin has, over the years, become your
signature material. Can you ever see yourself moving away from resin, or even omitting it from one
of your pieces altogether?

FD: No definitely not. I mean some people hate resin and say why are you using it? It’s integral to
my work, part of the process, it creates depth, and I can utilise it differently and make unique
choices for each work. I’m not interested in composition formula anymore so materials are even
more enhanced in importance. Now I’m into colour, texture, depth and feeling.
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SG: Does the fact that you might not include resin in a piece in the future scare you?

FD: Yes. All the time. Resin is important to both how I work and the effects it gives. You can just
keep layering and layering and looking in, almost jumping into the work. I like creating the kind of
pieces where your eyes just fizz outwards when you look at them. At the moment I’m still providing
lots of clues, signalling architecture, people, or flowers, but I’m talking about going to a place
that’s even subtler. It’s turning into more about having an experience, than trying to discern an
image but provoking an emotional connection.

SG: Yes and it’s the diverse potential of effects that resin offers that allows you to exploit the
relationship of solid and void in your paintings. It’s fascinating how you have that intuition to know
when the balance is right within the layers, and when to stop and say ‘it’s finished.’ Does this
always happen naturally?
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FD: It’s like coming away from the mind a little bit, from the intellect, and trusting it. My mind wants
to come in and control the situation mentally where as you need to let it happen. I’m learning how
to free things up a lot, but slowly.

SG: Is the resin still your final layer in your works?
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FD: No not any more it’s changed. This always used to be the case, but recently because my work
is now more process lead it lends itself to experimentation and a gradual build up materials.  Resin
isn’t a nice surface to work on, but it creates a really solid layer and a sinking soft focussed depth
that almost boasts a modern impressionist feel. A wonderful sense of colour and movement can
evolve beneath the surface.

SG: When did you start changing the way you work resin into your works, as this process is quite
new isn’t it?

FD: Just in the last few weeks really, it’s a really new method, and I think it’s allowing me to move
more naturally towards experimenting with more 3D forms, pushing the idea of depth one step
further.

SG: There has been a noticeable progression scale wise with your work, especially since you’ve
been with us at Smithson. Does this change in scale correlate with an increase in confidence would
you say?

FD: Yeah I think it does, I’ve definitely produced more metre’s squared in the last few years than
ever before. The Smithson Gallery has pushed me on this and now I’m really confident working
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larger which is fantastic.

SG: Why do you think the process of working up to larger canvases took a while to come to terms
with?

FD: It’s a different playing field compositionally. Going bigger you’ve got to be more confident. I
like to have that intensity. I soon realised that with a larger canvas it’s the best of both worlds, I
love the space I’m getting from the larger works and the intensity is still very much there, they are
perhaps even more energetic and powerful. It’s pushing the boundaries of aesthetics and taking
the work to the edge that interests me, exploring what is beautiful and for whom. I like how
challenging it can be. For example this piece has got great energy, the chaos comes through but
the energy is attractive. For me what’s happening here is that there’s a sense of things just falling
apart and cascading down, like neon rumble. Then there’s black holes which for me are like holes
you can jump into, they originated as sunflowers but this was what naturally happened – nature is
the martyr.
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